n e w r e l e a s e i n fo r m a t i o n
m a rc h 2 0 0 7
countries of south-east asia
Cambodia
9781740703338

Laos
9781740703345

The Philippines
9781740703352

Thailand
9781740703369

Author: Robert Gott & Andrew Einspruch
Imprint: Heinemann Library
RRP: $29.95
Discover what it’s like to live in the Countries of South-East
Asia. Read about the history, geography, languages,
customs and traditions of Laos, the Philippines, Cambodia
and Thailand, and find out about their landmarks and unique plants and animals. Learn about
life in the cities and in the country, and the many different peoples that live in this vibrant
region of the world. The books include maps, flags, a visual timeline, recipes and craft
activities, and ‘Find out more’ sections for further research. Suitable for 9+ year olds.

australia’s engineering marvels
Dams, Tunnels & Turbines: Cables & Signals:
Hydro-electric Power
Communications Structures
9781740706599
9781740706605

Sleepers & Tracks: Railways
9781740706612

Spans & Supports: Bridges
9781740706582

Author: Robert Hillman & Barrie Sheppard
Imprint: Echidna
RRP: $29.95
Australia’s Engineering Marvels contains the stories of the
design and construction of some of Australia’s major feats
of engineering. Some of Australia’s bridges, hydro-electric power stations, railways and
communications structures were built at times when much of the technology we take for
granted was not available. The books explain why and how these structures were built, what
Australia was like at the time, and how the structures have survived the years. Detailed
descriptions of the technology used on the projects is provided. Suitable for 10+ year olds.

big books: where does it come from?
Honey
9781740706674

Paper
9781740706698

Peanut Butter
9781740706681

Water
9781740706667

Author: Jane Pearson
Imprint: Echidna
RRP: $44.00
Now available for shared reading, each title in this
lively and informative series looks at an object that
children are likely to encounter every day of their lives. Its journey is traced from the raw
product through all the stages of production until it finally ends up in a glass, in a lunchbox
or in a book! Other important aspects such as transport, storage, hygiene and packaging are
explained, with full-colour photographs supporting the
accessible text. Suitable for 6+ year olds.

africa: progress & problems
AIDS & Health Issues
9781590849545

Civil Wars in Africa
9781590849552

Ecological Issues
9781590849569

Author: Various
Imprint: Mason Crest
RRP: $44.00
Africa is a complex and diverse continent, and its more than 50 countries provide a study
in contrasts: democracy and despotism, immense wealth and crushing poverty,
modernism and traditionalism, peaceful communities and raging civil wars. The books in
this series take a close look at many of the major issues in Africa today, such as AIDS,
poverty, government corruption, ethnic and religious tension and educational
opportunities. Suitable for 14+ year olds.

Governance &
Leadership in Africa
9781590849576

Human Rights in Africa
9781590849606

atomic: non-fiction for literacy program, L3,
Aliens & UFOs
9781406203523

Great Adventurers
9781406203547

Author: Various
Imprint: Raintree
RRP: $32.95

reading age 8

Raintree 'Atomic' incorporates a variety of non-fiction text types to help develop key
literacy skills. Each of the titles at the four levels is a different text type: discussion,
information report, explanation or recount. All the books display imaginative and
appealing cartoon-style artwork and inspiring photography, plus teachers' notes to
support the teaching of text types. Suitable for 10+ year olds, reading age 8.
Mountain Rescue Team
9781406203530

World’s Most Dangerous Places
9781406203516

biography from ancient civilisations
Life of Augustus Caesar
9781584153368

Life of Catherine the Great
9781584153474

Author: Jim Whiting & Karen Bush Gibson
Imprint: Mitchell Lane
RRP: $34.95
This series is a perfect classroom supplement for upper primary students (and beyond)
who are studying ancient civilisations. Each book gives a complete overview of a famous
life from history along with a snapshot of the times in which they lived. Told like a novel,
each book is fast-paced and filled with fascinating information. Suitable for 11+ year olds.

Life & Times of Charlemagne
9781584153467

Life & Times of Pericles
9781584153399

the elements in poetry
Poems About Air
9780237528881

Poems About Earth
9780237528874

Author: Andrew Fusek Peters
Imprint: Evans
RRP: $32.95
Shape poems, funny and thoughtful poems, traditional and new poems, each very
different from the next---but all sharing an elemental link. This series brings together an
exciting mix of poetical works from near and far about earth, air, fire and water, with
images that leap off the page. The books are a delightful introduction to a rich variety of
poetry, which cannot fail to make young readers think anew about the amazing world that
we live in. Suitable for 8+ year olds.

Poems About Fire
9780237528850

Poems About Water
9780237528867

fast track classics *elt edition with cd
Dracula
9780237532796

Oliver Twist
9780237532758

Hound of the
Baskervilles
9780237532772

Kidnapped
9780237532765

Author: Pauline Francis
Imprint: Evans
RRP: $16.50
A dramatically illustrated series of easy-to-read classics that are retold rather than
abridged. These pacey, yet accessible texts will arouse interest in the original versions
and other related stories. The accompanying CD makes these an ideal resource for
English language teaching and also for students whose second language is English.
Suitable for 10+ year olds.

The Time Machine
9780237532789

fusion: science
Body Warriors:
Immune System
9781406204728

Has a Cow Saved Your
Life?: Scientific Enquiry
9781406204711

Dive! Dive! Dive!:
Bouyancy
9781406204667

Skin Deep:
Functions of Skin
9781406204735

Author: Various
Imprint: Raintree
RRP: $29.95
This exciting, innovative high-interest range delivers core curriculum topics at a reading
level that is accessible to all. Key scientific concepts are clearly explained through large
clear photos and diagrams, and the expertly levelled text ensures accessibilty. Suitable
for 10+ year olds.

Who’s in Control?:
Brain & Nervous System
9781406204742

hip-hop
Alicia Keys
9781422201206

Eminem
9781422201183

Missy Elliott
9781422201176

Author: Various
Imprint: Mason Crest
RRP: $39.95
This series tells the stories of some of the leading figures in the hip-hop movement. Some
are rappers, singers, dancers, stage performers, and celebrities; others are producers,
promoters, and social activists. Each book contains many full-colour engaging
photographs of the personalities at different stages of their lives. Suitable for 10+ year
olds.

Queen Latifah
9781422201268

Sean “Diddy” Combs
9781422201152

hands-on ancient history
History & Activities of
the Aztecs
9780431080833

History & Activities of
the Islamic Empire
9780431080895

History & Activities of
the Roman Empire
9780431080871

History & Activities of
West-African Kingdoms
9780431080888

Author: Various
Imprint: Heinemann Library
RRP: $34.95
Combining history and hands-on activities, this multicultural series is great for the library
and classroom. The history section contains traditional historical information, whilst the
"hands-on" section contains recipes, crafts and physical activities. Suitable for 8+ year
olds.

history opens windows
Ancient Egyptians Ancient Greeks
9780431076812
9780431076829

Ancient Romans
9780431076836

Author: Jane Shuter & Pat Taylor
Imprint: Heinemann Library
RRP: $37.50
How did people of ancient times live? What sort of art did they make? How are their lives
important to us today? With clear, informative text, original source materials and easy-tointerpret maps and diagrams, this series answers the questions that young readers are
likely to ask about ancient civilisations. Suitable for 10+ year olds.

The Aztecs
9780431076867

The Indus Valley
9780431076843

The Vikings
9780431076850

how to be a scientist
Analyse This!: Understand
Scientific Enquiry
9780431906775

Prove It!: Scientific
Enquiry in Action
9780431906782

Author: Susan Glass
Imprint: Heinemann Library
RRP: $38.50
The world around us is full of interesting questions. This innovative new series will give
readers the skills to find the answers by showing them how they can carry out
experiments and interpret the results. Each book includes easy-to-do experiments to help
the reader put scientific enquiry into practice, ideas and suggestions for planning
investigations, and examples of famous experiments. Suitable for 12+ year olds.

Watch Out! Science Tools & Safety
9780431906799

how to get ahead in...
Finance
9781406204883

Healthcare
9781406204445

IT & Administration
9781406204490

Author: Various
Imprint: Raintree
RRP: $39.95
Ideal for use in the library, classroom or careers room, this inspirational new series is an
essential introduction to the world of work, and provides a particularly useful resource for
students. Each book includes real-life case studies of people experienced in each field.
Learn about the vast range of jobs available, and find out what skills and qualifications are
especially valuable for a chosen career. Each book comes with websites, publications and
tips to help the reader get ahead. Suitable for 14+ year olds.

Leisure & Tourism
9781406204476

Retail
9781406204469

learning musical instruments
Should I Play the Guitar?
9780431057866

Should I Play the Piano?
9780431057873

Author: Various
Imprint: Heinemann Library
RRP: $37.50
Many people enjoy playing musical instruments. How will you know which one is right for
you? Learning Musical Instruments can help you choose. Find out how each instrument
works, what types of music you can play on it, and who the famous players are. Each
book also contains a list of famous recordings. Suitable for 10+ year olds.

Should I Play the Trumpet?
9780431057880

Should I Play the Violin?
9780431057897

making healthy food choices
Food for Feeling
Healthy
9780431119144

Food for Sports
9780431119151

Do You Know What’s
In Your Food?
9780431119182

Special Diets &
Food Allergies
9780431119168

Author: Various
Imprint: Heinemann Library
RRP: $39.95
This lively and informative series deals with nutrition and healthy eating by relating them
to issues such as looking and feeling good, and sports. Also, it offers practical advice
such as how to read food labels, dispels common misconceptions about food, facilitates
the teaching of life skills, and includes recipes and suggestions for healthy snacks.
Suitable for 13+ year olds.

Do You Know Where Your
Food Comes From?
9780431119175

planet under pressure
Animals Under Threat
9781406205374

Climate Change
9781406205367

Author: Various
Imprint: Raintree
RRP: $38.50
This series focuses on the combined pressures of population growth and dwindling
resources on our planet. Through an examination of physical and human geography, as well
as up-to-date facts and figures, each book covers one key global issue to give readers a
complete answer to difficult questions. Suitable for 12+ year olds.

Health & Disease
9781406205350

Water
9781406205343

primary spelling dictionary
Author: Christine Maxwell & Julia Rowlandson
Imprint: Barrington Stoke
RRP: $34.95
Primary Spelling Dictionary
9781842994016

A Special edition of the international best-selling Dictionary of Perfect Spelling with fewer
headwords and a simpler, accessible layout for the Primary user. Suitable for 6+ year olds.

reluctant readers *pb
Dragon!
Hilary Mckay
9781842994177

Enna Hittims
Diana Wynn Jones
9781842993965

Author: Various
Imprint: Barrington Stoke
RRP: $16.95
These new titles have been designed and written for reluctant readers aged 8 to 12 years,
with an 8+ reading age. Written by authors who are popular with this age level, regardless
of their level of reading ability, the books offer an easy yet engaging read. The texts may
be simplified, but the narratives are far from simplistic!
Reading age: 8, interest age: 8--12.

King John & the Abbot
Jan Mark
9781842993859

The Runaway Chair
Pippa Goodhart
9781842994337

remains to be seen *pb
Author: John Malam
Imprint: Evans
RRP: $19.95
Exploring the Incas
9780237531539

Exploring Ancient Rome
9780237531546

This fascinating series looks at the past through the archeological evidence that remains with
us today. The titles examine the way people lived in ancient societies, their achievements,
religious beliefs and festivals, and how and why the civilisations rose and fell when they did.
There are fact boxes and a timeline in each book, and the text is supported by a wonderful array
of photos and maps. Suitable for 12+ year olds.

spot the difference: acorns
Ears
9780431182377

Eyes
9780431182384

Author: Daniel Nunn
Imprint: Heinemann Library
RRP: $19.95
Books in the Spot the Difference series introduce children to different external body parts:
where they are found, what they look like and what they are used for. Each book uses
simple, repetitive text to teach children basic vocabulary, and includes stunning
photographs that show how each body part differs across a diverse selection of animals,
including humans. Suitable for 4+ year olds.

Mouths
9780431182391

Noses
9780431182360

storyteller *pb
Buddhist Stories
9780237532345

Christian Stories
9780237527525

Hindu Stories
9780237532321

Islamic Stories
9780237527518

Jewish Stories
9780237532338

Sikh Stories
9780237532352

Author: Anita Ganeri
Imprint: Evans
RRP: $19.95
The collections of stories in the Storyteller books introduce young readers to some of the
most significant beliefs, values and traditions of the world's six main faiths. Each book
features eight carefully chosen stories, retold in a lively style, beautiful watercolour
illustrations throughout, and extra fact boxes. Suitable for 6+ year olds.

weather watchers: acorns
Clouds
9780431182582

Rain
9780431182568

Snow
9780431182575

Author: Cassie Mayer
Imprint: Heinemann Library
RRP: $19.95
Through stunning photographs and simple text, books in this series introduce children to
different types of weather, and explain how they form and why they are important.
Suitable for 4+ year olds.

Sunshine
9780431182599

Thunder & Lightning
9780431182551

Wind
9780431182605

a weird history of science
Bizarre Biology
9781406205565

Crazy Chemistry
9781406205589

Author: John Townsend
Imprint: Raintree
RRP: $39.95
With strong links to scientific enquiry, this series covers many stories of crazy experiments
from down the ages that went horribly wrong---as well as some wild ideas that turned out
to be absolutely correct. Packed with fun facts and figures that link to the science
curriculum, each title includes search tips, a 'find out more' section to encourage students
to develop understanding, and a timeline to help put developments in science into
context. Suitable for 12+ year olds.

Foolish Physics
9781406205572

Outrageous Inventions
9781406205596

